Isobolographic characterisation of interactions among selected newer antiepileptic drugs in the mouse pentylenetetrazole-induced seizure model.
The aim of this study was to characterise the types of interactions between gabapentin (GBP), tiagabine (TGB) and three second-generation antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) with different mechanisms of action (felbamate [FBM], loreclezole [LCZ], and oxcarbazepine [OXC]) by isobolographic analysis. Anticonvulsant and acute neurotoxic adverse effect profiles of combinations of GBP and TGB with other AEDs at fixed ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 were investigated in pentylenetetrazole (PTZ)-induced seizures and the chimney test (as a measure of motor impairment) in mice so as to identify optimal combinations. Protective indices (PIs) and benefit indices (BIs) were calculated for each combination in order to properly classify the investigated interactions. Isobolographic analysis revealed that only the combination of GBP with OXC at the fixed ratio of 1:1 exerted supra-additive (synergistic) interaction (P<0.05) against PTZ-induced seizures. The other combinations tested between GBP and OXC (1:3 and 3:1), as well as all combinations of GBP with FBM or LCZ (1:3, 1:1 and 3:1) were additive in the PTZ test. Similarly, all combinations of TGB with FBM LCZ, and OXC (at the fixed ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1) were associated with additive interactions against PTZ-induced seizures in mice. In the chimney test, the isobolographic analysis revealed that the combinations of GBP and OXC (at the fixed ratios of 1:3 and 1:1), GBP and LCZ (at 1:1), as well as TGB and OXC (at 1:3 and 1:1) were sub-additive (antagonistic; P<0.05 and P<0.01). In contrast, only one combination tested (TGB and LCZ at the fixed ratio of 1:1) was supra-additive (synergistic; P<0.05) in the chimney test, whereas the other combinations of GBP and TGB with OXC, FBM, and LCZ displayed barely additivity. Based upon the current preclinical data, GBP and OXC appear to be a particularly favourable combination. Also, the combinations of GBP with FBM, GBP with LCZ, and TGB with OXC are beneficial. In contrast, during the combining of TGB with FBM, or TGB with LCZ, the utmost caution is advised because of their unfavourable profiles in this preclinical study.